Reports and Analysis

1. Gender-inclusive peace processes: Strengthening women’s meaningful participation through constituency building, 2021 (Arabic | Spanish)
2. Women’s meaningful participation in peace processes: Modalities and strategies across tracks, 2021 (Arabic | Spanish)
3. COVID-19 and conflict: Advancing women’s meaningful participation in ceasefires and peace processes, 2020 (Russian | Spanish | French)
4. Gender perspectives and confidence building for inclusive peace, 2020 (Arabic)
5. Priorities for Gender Equality in Yemen’s COVID-19 Response, 2020
6. The Economic and Social Impact of Conflict on Libyan Women: Recommendations for Economic Recovery, Legal Reform and Governance for Gender-Responsive Peacebuilding, 2020 (full report in AR | EN; summary in AR | EN; survey findings in AR | EN)
7. The Elders in conversation on women in mediation in the Arab world – conference report, 2020 (Arabic)
8. Deepening Stabilization in Libya: Overcoming Challenges to Young Women’s Participation in Peace Building, 2020 (Arabic)
9. Eighteen Years on: Assessing the Implementation of the UNSCR 1325 Women, Peace and Security Agenda in the Arab States Region, 2019 (Arabic)
10. Why Gender Matters in the Discussion on Returns to Syria, 2019
11. Women on the Frontlines of Conflict Resolution: Community Voices from Syria, Iraq and Yemen, 2018 (Arabic)

Comparative Research Papers

1. Financing gender-inclusive peace: Gaps in implementing the Women, Peace and Security Agenda, 2021
4. **Re-invigorating Stalled Peace Negotiations: Challenges and Opportunities for Women’s Inclusion**, 2019 (Arabic)
5. **Women and the Renegotiation of Transitional Governance Arrangements**, 2019 (Arabic)
8. **Gender Mainstreaming in Ceasefires: Comparative Data and Examples**, 2019 (Arabic)
9. **Humanitarian Assistance and Gender Perspectives in Peace Agreements**, 2019 (Arabic)

### Country Case Studies


### Videos

1. **Four ways women can have their say on peace negotiations** (Arabic)
2. **Co-mediation** (Arabic)
3. **7 Tactics for Women to Influence Stalled Peace Processes**
4. **How Can Women Help Bring Peace Back to Their Country**
5. **Women on the Frontlines of Conflict Resolution: Syria**
6. **Women on the Frontlines of Conflict Resolution: Iraq - Liza Nisan Hado**
7. **Women on the Frontlines of Conflict Resolution: Yemen**

### Online Articles and Blogs

1. **Opinion – Laila Lutf Al-thawr: Independent Diplomat**
2. **Blog – Gender inclusivity in confidence building – Berghof Foundation**
3. **Blog – Making Women’s Participation Meaningful: A Call for Flexible Funding and Political Space – PeaceLab**
4. **Opinion – Women are key to ending Yemen’s civil war, by Tahani Saeed – The New Arab**
5. **Article – Connected by their phones, women peacebuilders lead COVID-19 prevention efforts across Libya**
6. **Feature story – In the Words of Fathia Mohammed Abdullah Obaid: “Women’s lives can change for the better with education”**
7. **Take Five: “Ending violence against women and girls in Syria will require building peace, ensuring safety,**
and changing laws to guarantee adequate protections for vulnerable groups in society.”

8. **Feature story – In the Words of Hajer Sharief:**
   “Peacebuilding is not only about stopping violence, it is also about the prevention of violence”

9. **Feature story – In the Words of Tanya Gilly Khailany:**
   “When it comes to women’s rights, there’s no room for diplomacy”

**Podcasts**

1. **Diplo women** - **EP.5 Thinking out loud with Hajer Sharief, Co-Founder of “Together we Build it” & 1325 Network in Libya, 2021**
2. **Diplo women** - **EP.4 Thinking out loud with Randa Selim, Senior Fellow & Director of Conflict Resolution & Track II Dialogue Program- Middle East institute, 2021**
3. **Diplo women** - **EP.3 Thinking out loud with Rana Ghanem, Yemeni Political Activist, 2021**
4. **Diplo women** - **EP.2 Thinking out loud with Nasser Judeh, Member of Secretary-General’s High-Level Advisory Board on Mediation, 2021**
5. **Diplo women** - **EP.1 Thinking out loud with Roula Khalaf- Editor of the Financial Times, 2021**
6. **Seeking Peace – The superwomen of Libya, 2020**
7. **Seeking Peace – Amplifying the forgotten voices of Yemeni women, 2020**

**Infographics and Data Stories**

1. **Women’s meaningful participation builds peace** (Arabic | French | Spanish)
2. **Infographic Series: Women’s role in peace, constitution-making, and political reform processes – Country infographics based on country studies above**
3. **Infographic: Factors Enabling & Constraining Women’s Influence in Peace Processes – Thematic infographics based on country case studies above** (Spanish | French | Arabic)

**Multimedia & Other Resources**

1. **PeaceFem app**
2. **Inclusive Peace – Online resource centre**